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Abstract—We propose a new two-stage framework for joint analysis of head gesture and speech prosody patterns of a speaker

toward automatic realistic synthesis of head gestures from speech prosody. In the first stage analysis, we perform Hidden Markov

Model (HMM)-based unsupervised temporal segmentation of head gesture and speech prosody features separately to determine

elementary head gesture and speech prosody patterns, respectively, for a particular speaker. In the second stage, joint analysis of

correlations between these elementary head gesture and prosody patterns is performed using Multistream HMMs to determine an

audio-visual mapping model. The resulting audio-visual mapping model is then employed to synthesize natural head gestures from

arbitrary input test speech given a head model for the speaker. In the synthesis stage, the audio-visual mapping model is used to

predict a sequence of gesture patterns from the prosody pattern sequence computed for the input test speech. The Euler angles

associated with each gesture pattern are then applied to animate the speaker head model. Objective and subjective evaluations

indicate that the proposed synthesis by analysis scheme provides natural looking head gestures for the speaker with any input test

speech, as well as in “prosody transplant” and “gesture transplant” scenarios.

Index Terms—Multimedia information systems, speech analysis, face and gesture recognition, pattern analysis and recognition,

animation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

STATE-OF-THE-ART visual speaker animation methods are
capable of generating synchronized lip movements

automatically from speech content; however, they lack
automatic synthesis of speaker gestures from speech. Head
and face gestures are usually added manually by artists,
which is costly and often look unrealistic. Hence, learning
the correlation between gesture and speech patterns of a
speaker toward automatic realistic synthesis of speaker
gestures from speech remains as a challenging research
problem.

There exists significant literature on speaker lip anima-
tion, that is, rendering lip movements synchronized with the
speech signal [1]. Since lip movement is physiologically
tightly coupled with acoustic speech, it is relatively an easy
task to find a mapping between the phonemes of speech and
the visemes of lip movement. Many schemes exist to find
such audio-to-visual mappings among which the Hidden
Markov Model (HMM)-based techniques are the most
common as they yield smooth animations exploiting
temporal dynamics of speech [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9]. Some of these works also incorporate synthesis of facial
expressions along with the lip movements to make animated
faces look more natural [3], [6], [8], [9]. The common strategy

in these techniques is to train a joint HMM structure with
extracted visual and audio feature vectors and then to use
the trained HMM structure to generate speech-driven facial
expressions and lip movements.

Despite exhibiting variations from person to person and
in time, head and body gestures are also correlated with
speech. For example, it has been observed that manual
gestures are correlated with prosody [10], [11] and verbal
content of the speech [12], whereas head gestures are mostly
correlated with the prosody [11], [13], [14]. Although
correlations between speech and head/body gestures have
been investigated in several works, there are only a limited
number of publications addressing speech-driven head and
body gesture synthesis. In [15], audio streams from training
videos are first segmented using pitch contour information.
The same boundaries are also applied to the corresponding
video streams for segmenting head motions. The co-
occurring audio and head motion segments are stored as
pairs in a database. Later, a new test audio stream is
segmented, and an optimal head gesture sequence is
determined from the database using dynamic programming
to create synthetic head motions. A similar methodology is
followed in [16], where audio/head motion feature pairs
extracted from training videos are stored into a database
indexed by audio features. Later, audio features extracted
from a new test input speech are used to search for
K-nearest neighbors. The optimum nearest neighbor com-
bination, found by dynamic programming, is used to
synthesize corresponding head motions. In [17], we pre-
sented a preliminary demonstration of natural looking head
and arm gesture synthesis from speech using a manually
determined audio-visual mapping from speech to head and
arm motions.

The aim of this paper is to present a framework for joint
analysis of head gesture and speech prosody patterns
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toward automatic generation of the audio-visual mapping
from speech prosody to head gestures. Although the same
framework can also be applied to the analysis of co-
occurring arm gesture and speech patterns, this is beyond
the scope of the current paper. There are some open
challenges involved in the joint analysis of head gestures
and prosody toward prosody-driven head gesture synth-
esis: First, unlike phonemes and visemes in speech
articulation, there does not exist a well-established set of
elementary prosody and gesture patterns for gesture
synthesis. Second, synchronicity of gesture and prosody
patterns may exhibit variations. For instance, a speaker can
move her/his head before the corresponding prosodic
utterance with a variable time lag. Moreover, gestural
patterns may span time intervals of different duration with
respect to their prosodic counterparts. Third, prosody and
gesture patterns are speaker dependent and may exhibit
variations in time even for the same speaker. Previously
reported works [15], [16], [17] do not address any of these
challenges, for instance, the asynchrony problem is either
ignored or handled by manual alignment. In this work, we
address these challenges by first processing the head
gesture and prosody features separately by a parallel
HMM structure to learn and model the gestural and
prosodic elements (elementary patterns), respectively, over
training data for a particular speaker. We then employ a
multistream parallel HMM structure to find the jointly
recurring gesture-prosody patterns and the corresponding
audio-to-visual mapping.

HMM-based segmentation techniques are commonly
employed in modeling multistream correlations; for ex-
ample, for speech-driven lip animation in [7], [8], and [9]
and for audio-visual event detection in [18]. We can
classify HMM-based modeling techniques as supervised
and unsupervised. Speech and lip motion correlation
modeling can be thought of as a supervised analysis/
segmentation problem, since phonemes and visemes

constitute well-established elementary units for these
modalities. Hence, speech-driven lip animation task is
often equivalent to find a mapping between the phonemes
of speech and the visemes of lip movement. On the other
hand, we shall consider the audio-visual gesture model-
ing/mapping as an unsupervised segmentation problem,
where the recurrent joint events are not well defined and
to be extracted from the joint feature streams.

The organization of this paper is given as follows: In
Section 2, we first provide an overview of the proposed
HMM-based analysis-synthesis framework and then de-
scribe the computation of head gesture and speech prosody
features. Robust and accurate tracking of the speaker head
motions is an integral part of the overall system; hence, it is
described in detail. Section 3 presents the proposed two-
stage unsupervised analysis procedure to identify and
model jointly recurring head gesture and prosody patterns.
Section 4 explains the HMM-based synthesis of head
gesture parameters from input test speech. In Section 5,
we describe the experiments conducted and present
objective and subjective evaluation of the prosody-driven
head gesture synthesis results. Finally, Section 6 provides
conclusions.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM AND

FEATURE EXTRACTION

A block diagram of the proposed system for prosody-
driven head gesture animation, which consists of analysis
and synthesis parts, is depicted in Fig. 1. The analysis part
includes two feature extraction modules and two-stages of
analysis. Feature extraction modules compute the head
gesture features ffg and speech prosody features ffp,
respectively, from training stereo video sequences of a
speaker. At the first stage analysis, individual feature
streams are used to train separate parallel HMM structures,
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which provide probabilistic models for temporal recurrent
patterns in the corresponding modalities, respectively. The
segments corresponding to these patterns are detected and
labeled over the training video streams, where pattern
labels for prosody and gesture are denoted by llp and llg,
respectively. At the second stage, the labels of temporally
segmented gesture and prosody streams are used together
to train a discrete multistream parallel HMM to identify
jointly recurring patterns. The resulting joint HMM struc-
ture models the correlation between speech prosody and
head gestures. The synthesis part makes use of the joint
HMM to predict the gesture labels from the prosody labels
computed for a test input speech using the prosody HMM
obtained by the first stage analysis. The corresponding
gesture features, that is, head motion parameters, are
synthesized using the gesture HMM obtained at the first
stage analysis and finally animated on a 3D head model.
The details of the two stages of the analysis, shown by
Stage-I and Stage-II blocks in Fig. 1, are presented in
Section 3, whereas the gesture synthesis part is described in
detail in Section 4. In the remainder of this section, we
describe our methodology for extraction of head gesture
and speech prosody features.

2.1 Extraction of Head Gesture Features

We define the head gesture feature vector, ffgk, for frame k to
include the Euler angles associated with the 3D head
rotation and their first differences:

ffgk ¼ ½�k; �k;  k;��k;��k;� k�
T ; ð1Þ

where �k, �k, and  k are the Euler angles of rotation, with
respect to a reference frame kr, around the x-, y-, and z-axes,
respectively, and ��k, ��k, and � k denote their respective
first differences. The reference frame kr can be selected as
the first frame in which the subject’s head is assumed to be
at neutral position.

2.1.1 3D Point Tracking

For video recording, we use a rectified stereo camera system
with two identical cameras, and assume that the intrinsic
camera parameters are known a priori. For each frame k, we
initially detect a rectangular head region from one of the
stereo views (for example, the right or the left but not both)
using a boosted Haar-based cascade classifier structure,
which was initially proposed by Viola and Jones [19] and
later improved by Lienhart and Maydt [20]. The detected
rectangular head region is used to initialize the search
window within which facial pixels are segmented based on a
Gaussian skin color distribution model computed over a
training set of sampled skin colors. An ellipse Ek is then
fitted to the facial skin region.

Let Pkr denote the set of image points within the ellipse Ekr
of the reference frame kr so that Pkr ¼ fppkr;1 ; ppkr;2; . . . ; ppkr;Ng
and ppkr;n ¼ ½xn; yn�

T . For each frame k, we employ the
hierarchical Lukas-Kanade technique [21] to find the optical
flow vectors, fvvk;1; vvk;2; . . . ; vvk;Ng, from frame kr to frame k.
The set Pk of the corresponding image points in frame k is
then obtained by ppk;n ¼ ppkr;n þ vvk;n, n ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; N .

In order to find the 3D world coordinates of the image
points in each set Pk, we compute the disparity vectors at
these points using bandpass images and a cross correlation
measure based on the sum of absolute differences [22]. The

disparity vectors are also validated using several criteria
[23]. Given the disparity vectors for each frame and the
intrinsic parameters of the rectified stereo camera system,
the 3D world coordinates of the 2D points from both sets Pkr
and Pk are calculated by the well-known triangulation
technique. Let WWk denote the 3�M matrix formed by the

3D world coordinates of the points associated with Pk, so
that WWk ¼ ½wwk;1; wwk;2; . . . ; wwk;M � and wwk;m ¼ ½Xm; Ym; Zm�T .
Although forming the matrix WWk, we exclude those points
in Pk that fall outside the ellipse Ek due to possible
erroneous optical flow vectors. The excluded points are
outliers that may corrupt the 3D motion capture process.
Hence, the dimension M of the matrices WWk and WWkr are
redetermined at each frame k according to the number of

points that fall within the detected ellipse Ek.

2.1.2 Computation of the Euler Angles

Let RRk and ttk denote the rotation matrix and the translation
vector, respectively, of the rigid head motion from frame kr
to k. Then, WWk and WWkr are related by

WWk ¼ ½ RRk ttk �
WWkr

11T

� �
: ð2Þ

The rotation matrix RRk and translation vector ttk are

estimated by a unitary constraint optimization technique
as explained in the Appendix. Once estimated, the rotation
matrix RRk can be decomposed into three matrices:

RRk ¼ ½rkij� ¼ RRxð�kÞRRyð�kÞRRzð kÞ; ð3Þ

where RRxð�kÞ, RRyð�kÞ, and RRzð kÞ are the matrices that
specify rotations around x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively [24],
[25]. The Euler angle vector eek ¼ ½�k; �k;  k�T that maps WWkr

to WWk is finally extracted from this decomposition by

eek ¼ arctanð�rk23=r
k
33Þ; arcsinðrk13Þ; arctanð�rk12=r

k
11Þ

� �T
: ð4Þ

In cases where the head rotation between the current
frame k and reference frame kr is larger than a threshold
angle (for example, if j�kj > 25 degrees, j�kj > 25 degrees, or
j kj > 25 degrees), the optical flow vectors and, hence, the
3D point correspondences between two frames may become
unreliable. In such cases, we switch to incremental motion
estimation, where the reference frame for frame k is set to
frame k� 1. Thus, we recompute optical flow vectors with
respect to frame k� 1; hence, the new 3D point correspon-
dences and the resulting incremental Euler angle vector
��k�1, which defines the rotation between frames k and k� 1
are computed. Then, the Euler angle vector with respect to
the reference frame kr is given by

eek ¼ eek�1 þ ��k�1: ð5Þ

2.1.3 Smoothing of the Feature Vector by

Kalman Filtering

We finally employ a Kalman filter for post smoothing of the
computed (estimated) Euler angles, which are input as
observations zzk to the Kalman filter. The measurement noise
rrk models the estimation errors in the Euler angles. The
head gesture feature vector, ffk (the superscript g is omitted
for ease of notation), consisting of the Euler angles and their
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first differences, is selected as the state vector. The state-
space representation of the Kalman filter is given by

ffkþ1 ¼FfFfk þGuGuk
zzk ¼HfHfk þ rrk;

ð6Þ

where

ffk ¼
eek

�eek

� �
; FF ¼ II3�3 II3�3

003�3 II3�3

� �

GG ¼ II6�6; HH ¼ II3�3

003�3

� �
:

ð7Þ

The 3 � 1 vector �eek denotes the first differences of the
Euler angles. The model noise uuk and measurement noise rrk
are assumed to be uncorrelated, zero-mean white Gaussian
processes. The output of the Kalman filter gives the final
feature vector for the head gestures.

2.2 Extraction of Prosody Features

The prosodic speech events can be described by the
temporal variations of loudness/intensity and pitch, as
well as pauses between phrases, phoneme duration, timing,
and rhythm. Among these, the most expressive one is the
pitch, which is the rate of vocal-fold cycling. In this study,
pitch frequency, V , and speech intensity, I, are considered
as prosody features.

The pitch contour is extracted at a rate of 100 Hz from the
speech signal using the autocorrelation method, as de-
scribed in [26]. The mean of all pitch contours over all active
utterances is removed to emphasize local variations [27],
and then, the resulting mean-removed contours are low-
pass filtered to reduce discontinuities. The regions between
utterances without a valid pitch are filled with zero mean
unit variance Gaussian noise. The intensity features are also
extracted over the active utterances. The squared sound
intensities are weighted with a 32 ms Kaiser-20 window,
and the speech signal intensity is calculated as the sum of
these weighted samples. The 32 ms window is shifted by
10 ms for each frame to extract intensity values at 100 Hz
frame rate. The intensity features are also mean removed
over active utterances and between-utterance regions are
filled with zero mean unit variance Gaussian noise. The
first-order derivative, �Vk, of the postprocessed pitch
frequency at frame k is calculated using the following
regression formula:

�Vk ¼
P2

i¼1 iðVkþi � Vk�iÞ
2
P2

i¼1 i
2

: ð8Þ

Finally, the pitch frequency, its derivative and the intensity
are concatenated to form the 3D prosody feature vector ffpk
at frame k:

ffpk ¼ ½Vk �Vk Ik�T : ð9Þ

3 HEAD GESTURE-PROSODY PATTERN ANALYSIS

In this section, we propose a two-stage HMM-based
unsupervised analysis framework, where the first stage
aims to separately extract elementary gesture and prosody
patterns for a speaker, and the second stage determines a
correlation model between these head gesture and prosody
patterns. In the first stage analysis, recurring elementary

gesture and prosody patterns are determined separately by
unsupervised temporal clustering of individual gesture and
prosody feature streams, respectively. The extracted ele-
mentary prosody and gesture patterns are analogous to
phonemes and visemes in the speech and lip motion
modeling. However, the elementary gesture and prosody
patterns are not well established as in the case of phonemes
and visemes, since the nature and strength of head gesture
and prosody patterns may vary from person to person and
in time. Hence, there is a need for unsupervised stage I
analysis in order to extract these patterns for each speaker.
Furthermore, the joint recurring nature of these patterns are
also not well established as in the case of phoneme-viseme
association; hence, the need for stage II analysis for joint
modeling of correlations between head gesture and prosody
patterns. In order to find a mapping between prosody and
gesture patterns, unsupervised temporal segmentation of
joint gesture and prosody pattern labels is performed,
which defines the correlation between gesture and prosody
pattern streams and relates co-occurring head gesture and
prosody patterns.

We note that if a multistream HMM structure were
directly employed for joint analysis of gesture and prosody
feature streams, as commonly used for event detection [18],
instead of the proposed two-stage analysis, the resulting
joint gesture-prosody feature segments would not necessa-
rily correspond to independent meaningful elementary
gesture and prosody patterns. As a result, the synthesized
gesture sequence might contain poorly defined gestural
elements, which would degrade the quality of prosody-
driven head gesture animation.

3.1 Stage I: Extraction of Elementary Head Gesture
and Prosody Patterns

The first stage analysis defines recurrent elementary head
gesture and prosody patterns separately using unsuper-
vised temporal clustering over individual feature streams.
The gesture and prosody feature streams FFg and FFp are
separately used to train two HMM structures �g and �p,
which capture recurrent head gesture segments ""g and
prosody segments ""p. For ease of notation, we use a
generic notation to represent the HMM structure that is
identical for the gesture and prosody streams. The HMM
structure �, which is used for unsupervised temporal
segmentation, has M parallel branches and N states, as
shown in Fig. 2. In the HMM structure �, observation
probability densities are modeled by a single Gaussian
with diagonal covariance for both gesture and prosody
streams. The states labeled as ss and se are nonemitting
start and end states of the parallel HMM structure. Fig. 2
clearly illustrates that the parallel HMM � is composed of
M parallel left-to-right HMMs, f�1; �2; . . . ; �Mg, where
each �m is composed of N states, fsm;1; sm;2; . . . ; sm;Ng.
The state transition matrix A�m of each �m is associated
with a subdiagonal matrix of A�. The feature stream is a
sequence of feature vectors, FF ¼ fff1; ff2; . . . ; ffTg, where fft
denotes the feature vector at frame t. Unsupervised
temporal segmentation using HMM model � yields
L number of segments "" ¼ f"1; "2; . . . ; "Lg. The lth
temporal segment is associated with the following
sequence of feature vectors:

"l ¼ ffftl ; fftlþ1; . . . ; fftlþ1�1g l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; L; ð10Þ
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where fft1 is the first feature vector ff1, and fftLþ1�1 is the last
feature vector ffT .

The segmentation of the feature stream is performed
using Viterbi decoding to maximize the probability of
model match, which is the probability of feature sequence FF
given the trained parallel HMM �:

PðFF j�Þ ¼ max
tl;ml

YL
l¼1

Pðffftl ; fftlþ1; . . . ; fftlþ1�1gj�ml
Þ

¼ max
"l;ml

YL
l¼1

Pð"lj�ml
Þ;

ð11Þ

where "l is the lth temporal segment, which is modeled by
the mlth branch of the parallel HMM �. One can show that
�ml

is the best match for the feature sequence "l, that is

ml ¼ argmax
m

Pð"lj�mÞ: ð12Þ

Since, the temporal segment "l from frame tl to ðtlþ1 � 1Þ is
associated with segment label ml, we define the sequence of
frame labels based on this association as

‘t ¼ ml for t ¼ tl; tl þ 1; . . . ; tlþ1 � 1; ð13Þ

where ‘t is the label of the tth frame, and we have a label
sequence ‘‘ ¼ f‘1; ‘2; . . . ; ‘Tg corresponding to the feature
sequence FF . The first stage analysis extracts the frame label
sequences ‘‘g and ‘‘p given the head gesture and prosody
feature streams FFg and FFp. Although mapping the gesture
and prosody features to discrete frame labels, the mismatch
between the frame rates of gesture and prosody is
eliminated by downsampling the frame rate of prosody
label stream to the rate of gesture label stream.

The parallel HMM structure has two important para-
meters to set before training the model �. The first
parameter is the number of states in each branch, N . It
should be selected by considering the minimum duration of
temporal patterns. Selecting a small N may hamper
modeling long-term statistics for each branch of the parallel
HMM. The extreme case N ¼ 1 reduces to K-Means
unsupervised clustering. We select the number of states in
each branch of the head gesture HMM �g as N�g

¼ 10,
corresponding to the minimum gesture pattern duration of
10 frames (1

3 sec assuming 30 video frames/sec). Note that
the gesture patterns can be longer than 10 frames since the
HMM structure allows self-state transitions. On the other
hand, the prosody patterns are expected to follow smooth

pitch frequency movements over several syllables. Con-
sidering the average syllable duration and smoothness of
the pitch contours, we set N�p

¼ 5 in each branch of the
prosody HMM model �p.

The second parameter is the number of temporal
patterns, M. Since the number of head gesture and prosody
patterns is speaker dependent, we propose a selection of M
by using two fitness measures. The first fitness measure �,
which is inversely related to in-class variance, is defined as
the frame average of the log-probability of model match:

� ¼ 1

T
logðPðFF j�ÞÞ: ð14Þ

The � measure is expected to saturate with an increasing
number of parallel branches in �, since the training
database is expected to contain a limited number of
temporal patterns. However, small variations within tem-
poral patterns are also expected; hence, the number of
branches M can be more than the actual number of
temporal patterns in the training corpus. Consequently,
the second fitness measure, which is the average statistical
separation between two similar temporal patterns, increases
with the decreasing number of temporal patterns. The
second fitness measure � is considered as the average
statistical separation between two similar temporal pat-
terns, and it is defined as

� ¼ 1

T

XL
l¼1

log
Pð"lj�ml

Þ
Pð"lj�m�

l
Þ

 !
; ð15Þ

where �m�
l

is the second best match for the temporal
segment "l, that is

m�l ¼ argmax
8m6¼ml

Pð"lj�mÞ: ð16Þ

In general, the � measure increases with the number of
patterns M, whereas � measure decreases. Hence, a good
value for M can be selected such that � is high enough,
whereas � reaches a certain value.

3.2 Stage II: Joint Modeling of Prosody-Gesture
Patterns

In the second stage, unsupervised segmentation of the joint
gesture-prosody label stream is performed to detect
recurrent joint label patterns. Note that this task is similar
to the task of stage I, except in the second stage, we have a
multistream discrete observation sequence. For this task,
the parallel HMM structure in Fig. 2 is used with discrete
multistream HMM branches. In multistream HMMs, all
streams share the same state transition structure however
emission probabilities are determined independently for
each stream.

The joint gesture-prosody frame label stream, denoted by

‘‘gp, is defined such that for every frame k, ‘gpk ¼ ½‘
g
k; ‘

p
k�
T . We

represent the discrete multistream parallel HMM structure

by �gp and its mth branch by �gpm . The discrete HMM �gp is

trained over the joint gesture-prosody label stream. Each

branch �gpm , associated with a joint gesture-prosody tempor-

al label pattern, is then described by

�gpm ¼ ðAA�gpm
; ½BB�gm

BB�pm �;��gpm
Þ; ð17Þ
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where AA�gpm
denotes a state transition matrix, BB�gm

and BB�pm

are discrete observation probability distributions for gesture
and prosody label streams, and ��gpm

is an initial state
probability matrix. The distributions BB�gm

and BB�pm
define the

probability of observing a gesture-prosody label at state s
and frame k, given by

P ð‘gpk jsÞ ¼ P ð‘
g
kjsÞ

	gP ð‘pkjsÞ
	p ; ð18Þ

where the exponents, 	g and 	p, are the stream weights,
which may be set to unity.

For the purpose of synthesis, each multistream discrete
HMM branch, �gpm , can be split into two individual single-
stream discrete HMM models �gm ¼ ðAA�gpm

; BB�gm
;��gpm

Þ and
�pm ¼ ðAA�gpm

; BB�pm
;��gpm

Þ, respectively, for gesture and prosody
streams. These single stream HMM models share the same
state transition and initial state probability matrices, but
their discrete observation probability distributions are
different. The individual observation distributions are then
given by P ð‘gkjsÞ and P ð‘pkjsÞ for gesture and prosody
models, respectively.

Unsupervised temporal segmentation of joint label
streams is demonstrated by the following example, which
also illustrates how the asynchrony between gestures and
prosody is handled in our scheme.

Example. Let us have two label streams ‘‘a and ‘‘b, where
each label can assume values 1, 2, or 3. When temporal
segmentation of the joint label stream is performed using
the HMM structure �gp with M ¼ 2 patterns and N ¼ 3
number of states for each pattern, we obtain the result
shown in Fig. 3. One can observe that the recurrent joint
label patterns are captured and the asynchrony between
individual label streams is modeled by the first and the
last states of the HMM branches.

The number of states N�gp for each branch of �gp should

be selected according to the number of head gesture and

prosody patterns determined by the stage I analysis, since

�gp models the recurrent joint gesture-prosody label pairs.

Similarly, the number of branches M�gp in �gp should be

selected by considering the two fitness measures � and �, as

defined in (14) and (15). The selection of N�gp and M�gp is

further discussed in Section 5.

4 PROSODY-DRIVEN GESTURE SYNTHESIS

In this section, we address prosody-driven gesture synth-

esis using the proposed gesture-prosody pattern model. A

detailed block diagram of the proposed prosody-driven

gesture synthesis system is shown in Fig. 4. The system

takes speech as input and produces a sequence of head

gesture features, that is, Euler angle vectors, which are

naturally correlated with the input speech. The details of

the subblocks are described in the following.

4.1.1 Prosody Feature Extraction

The prosody features, FFp, are extracted from the input

speech signal, as described in Section 2.2.

4.1.2 Prosody Feature Segmentation

Temporal segmentation of prosody feature sequence FFp is

performed using the HMM model �p, which is trained in

the stage I analysis in Section 3.1. During the temporal

segmentation, the conditional probability P ðFFpj�pÞ is

maximized using Viterbi decoding to extract the temporal

prosody segment sequence, ""p, and the sequence of prosody

frame labels, ‘‘p.
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4.1.3 Gesture Segment Label Estimation

The aim of this step is to predict the sequence of gesture
frame labels, ‘‘g, given the prosody frame labels ‘‘p. To this
effect, temporal segmentation of the prosody frame labels,
‘‘p is performed using the HMM model �p, which is
extracted by splitting the jointly trained gesture-prosody
HMM model �gp. As a result of this temporal prosody label
segmentation, a state sequence ssp ¼ fsp1; s

p
2; . . . ; spKg asso-

ciated with ‘‘p ¼ f‘p1; ‘
p
2; . . . ; ‘pKg is extracted. Then, the

gesture frame label sequence ‘‘g is predicted by maximizing
the probability of observing gesture label on the state
sequence path ssp over the gesture HMM model �g, such that

‘gk ¼ arg max
m

P ðmjspk;�gÞ; ð19Þ

where k is the frame index, m runs over all possible M
gesture patterns, and the conditional probability P ðmjspk;�gÞ
is defined by the discrete observation probability distribu-
tion BB�gm

.

4.1.4 Generation of Euler Angles

This step computes the gesture segment sequence ""g,
consisting of the Euler angle features, given the gesture
frame label sequence ‘‘g. First, we find the segment frame
boundaries, ftlgLl¼1, by merging the same gesture frame
labels in the sequence ‘‘g. Then, the Euler angle features for
the lth segment, "gl ¼ fff

g
tl
; ffgtlþ1; . . . ; ffgtlþ1�1g, are generated

from the HMM �g‘tl
, which is the ‘tl -th branch of the parallel

HMM model �g (computed in stage I).
Note that the segment duration for the lth segment is

extended as dl ¼ ðtlþ1 þ�� ðtl ��ÞÞ frames, where � is
the number of overlapping frames at the segment bound-
aries to smooth segment-to-segment transitions. The state
sequence ssgl or equivalently the state occupancy duration
for the lth segment is calculated using the diagonal terms of
the dl-step state transition matrix of the HMM �g‘tl

. Having
the state sequence ssgl and the continuous observation
probability P ðffgjssgl Þ, which are modeled using a Gaussian
distribution, the Euler angle features are generated along
the state sequence associated with the distribution P ðffgjssgl Þ.
The segment boundaries have 2�þ 1 number of frame
overlaps, where the overlapped and averaged features
generate smoother segment-to-segment transitions.

4.1.5 Smoothing of Euler Angles

As the final step of the gesture synthesis, the Euler angles
are smoothed using median filtering followed by a
Gaussian low pass filter to remove motion jerkiness. The
median filtering is performed over 11 visual frames, and the
Gaussian smoothing is performed over 15 visual frames.
Fig. 5 depicts the samples generated from the HMM and
outputs of the median and Gaussian filters. The figure
clearly shows that the median filter removes jitters within a
state and the Gaussian low pass filter smooths the state-to-
state transitions.

There are two main advantages of using HMMs for
gesture synthesis. The first is the random variations in the
synthesized gesture patterns for each segment. This varia-
tion yields more natural looking synthesis results than
using a fixed gesture dictionary, since humans produce
slightly varying gestures at different occasions for the same

semantics. The second advantage is generating gestures
with varying duration in accordance with the prosody of
the speaker.

5 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results and the
evaluation of the proposed system. Section 5.1 describes the
audio-visual database, which is used in the experimental
evaluation to generate objective and subjective results. The
evaluation of the gesture-prosody pattern analysis is
presented in Section 5.2, and the objective and subjective
performance results for synthesis are presented in Sec-
tion 5.3. Speaker dependency of the prosody-driven head
gesture synthesis system is evaluated in Section 5.4.

5.1 Database and Experimental Setup

We have conducted experiments using the MVGL-MASAL
gesture-speech database. The database includes four re-
cordings of two subjects telling stories in Turkish. The
subjects are instructed to tell stories to children audience.
All gestures are spontaneous within this context. Each story
lasts approximately seven minutes. The audio-visual data is
synchronously captured from the stereo camera and the
sound card. The stereo video includes only upper body
gestures with 30 frames per second, whereas the audio is
recorded with 16-kHz sampling rate and 16 bits per sample.
The detailed specification of the stereo camera can be found
in [28]. The performance of the proposed analysis and
synthesis system is evaluated in detail on the recordings of
the first speaker, whereas the recordings of the second
speaker are used to investigate the speaker dependency
problem. For the first speaker, the database is partitioned
into two parts such that three stories are used for the
training of the models, and one story is used for testing. For
objective evaluation of the synthesis, the Euler angles
extracted from the test sequence are considered as the
ground truth for the synthesized head motion.

5.2 Analysis Results

The head gesture and prosody correlation analysis includes
unsupervised temporal segmentation of the individual
feature streams as well as the joint gesture-prosody label
stream. The objective and subjective evaluation of these
tasks are presented in the following.
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Fig. 5. The effect of filtering in the synthesis of Euler angle �. The

dashed circles represent the states of a single branch HMM model. The

vertical position and size of each circle are adjusted considering the

mean and variance of the Euler angles associated with each state.



5.2.1 Segmentation of Head Gesture Patterns

The parallel HMM �g is trained with features extracted
from the training video using Expectation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm. The resulting HMM structure provides a
probabilistic cluster model for unsupervised segmentation
of head gestures into recurring elementary patterns.

The number of branches, or equivalently the number of
gesture patterns, M�g

is a critical model parameter. In order
to set M�g

, the two fitness measures � and �, as respectively
defined in (14) and (15), are calculated for varying number
of gesture patterns and plotted in Fig. 6. The � value, which
measures the probability of model match, increases with an
increasing number of patterns as expected. Note that �
measures the statistical separation between patterns. A
good value for M�g

is such that � is high enough, whereas �
reaches a certain value. Therefore, M�g

can be selected in
the vicinity where � and � curves (normalized with their
minimum and maximum values) intersect. In Fig. 6, �
reaches the maximum at M�g

¼ 5, which is near the
intersection point. Hence, we set the number of gesture
patterns M�g

to 5.
Consequently, when the training head gesture sequence

is segmented using �g, the segments belonging to the same
gestural patterns are observed to be visually alike. The
mean Euler angle vectors and the typical thumbnails for the
five gesture patterns are depicted in Fig. 7.

5.2.2 Segmentation of Prosody Patterns

The speech prosody feature sequence is extracted from the
audio part of the training database. As defined in stage I,
the HMM model �p is trained with prosodic features to
obtain unsupervised temporal segmentation of the audio
stream.

The two fitness measures � and � are calculated for
varying number of prosody patterns using HMM model �p

and plotted in Fig. 8. The � value, which measures the
probability of model match, increases and the � value,
which measures statistical separation between patterns,
decreases with increasing number of patterns as expected.
The number of prosody patterns M�p

can thus be set to a
value in the vicinity where � and � curves intersect. Hence,
we select M�p

as 5 in our experiments.
The means and standard deviations of the normalized

intensity and pitch frequency trajectories for the five
prosody patterns are depicted in Fig. 9. Note that the first
pitch trajectory (upper left) is associated with the no-pitch
segments that we filled with zero mean and unit variance

Gaussian noise. The noise filling is necessary for successful
modeling of those segments with continuous density
HMMs. The other four prosody patterns can be classified
using the prosodic transcription conventions introduced by
the American English Tones and Break Indices (ToBI)
standard [29]. The two prosody patterns on the upper right
are both falling boundary tones (L percent); the pattern on
the lower left is a falling boundary tone, which makes a
peak before the last syllable (HL percent), and the pattern
on the lower right is a rising-falling boundary tone, which
rises within the last syllable (LHL percent). We should note
that these prosody patterns are obtained using unsuper-
vised clustering over the training database, and they do not
define a complete prosodic transcription convention for
Turkish.

5.2.3 Segmentation of Joint Gesture-Prosody Patterns

In the first stage analysis, we obtain two independent HMM
structures, �g and �p, respectively, for recurrent head
gesture and prosody patterns. We then extract two inde-
pendent and parallel streams of head gesture and prosody
pattern labels via temporal segmentation using these HMM
structures. In the second stage, the discrete multistream
HMM structure �gp is trained using EM over the joint
gesture-prosody pattern label stream to perform unsuper-
vised segmentation. The number of states for each branch of
�gp is selected as N�gp ¼ 4 to model possible label pair
transitions. These four states model four different gesture-
prosody label pair combinations within a joint gesture-
prosody label pattern. Note that the extreme case, N�gp ¼ 1,
can only model a single co-occurrence pattern of gesture-
prosody labels.

The two fitness measures � and � for �gp, and also the
number of gesture patterns in �g, are considered for
selection of the number of joint gesture-prosody label
patterns M�gp . The number of joint patterns M�gp is expected
to be larger than or equal to the number of gesture patterns
M�g

, since in a robust synthesis process all the gesture
patterns need to be generated for some temporal prosody
label pattern. Hence, for the selection of M�gp , we present
the two fitness measures � and � together with the
normalized euclidean distance measure 
n, as defined in
(20), for varying number of joint gesture-prosody label
patterns in Fig. 10. The parameter M�gp is selected as 6, since
this value, which is near the intersection of � and � curves,
is greater than M�g

, and the distance 
n has a minimum at
M�gp ¼ 6.

Observation probability distributions of the joint multi-
stream HMM are plotted in Fig. 11. It can be seen that each
branch of the HMM structure �g models a temporal
sequence of identical elementary gesture patterns. That is,
in each of the six classes, a distribution of prosody patterns
co-occurs with a single elementary gesture pattern. Note
that this association between temporal prosody label
patterns and a single gesture pattern is very beneficial to
obtain smooth prosody-driven head gesture animations.
Furthermore, boundaries of the prosody patterns within the
co-occurring gesture pattern are determined by the state
transition probabilities of �p, and hence, the asynchrony
problem is handled through the learned statistics of the
joint multistream HMM �gp.
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Fig. 6. The � and � fitness measures for varying number of head gesture

patterns.



5.3 Synthesis Results

Prosody-driven head gesture synthesis generates an Euler
angle sequence, which is naturally correlated to a given test
speech signal. The details of the synthesis process is given
in Section 4. In this section, we present objective and
subjective evaluations of the prosody-driven head gesture
synthesis process. The evaluations are performed over the
test database, which is defined in Section 5.1.

The objective evaluations compare the difference be-
tween original and synthesized Euler angles. Furthermore,
A-B comparison type subjective evaluations are performed

using the talking head avatar of Momentum Inc. [30], where

the Euler angles that we deliver are used to drive head

gestures/motion of the speech-driven talking head anima-

tion. The subjective tests are used to measure opinions on

the naturalness of the synthesized head gestures using the

speech-driven talking head animations.
We have adopted the Input-Output HMM (IOHMM)

structure [8], [31] as a possible alternative scheme for the

joint analysis of gesture and prosody label streams at the

second stage. In that case, the IOHMM structure replaces

the HMM �gp to predict gesture segment labels from
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Fig. 7. The mean Euler angles with standard deviations and typical thumbnails for the five gesture patterns: (a) Turn Left, (b) Turn Right, (c) Tilt Left,

(d) Tilt Right, and (e) Nod.



prosody labels. The states in the IOHMM are fully

connected, and the number of states is selected to be the

same as the number of states in the �gp model, which is 24.

The IOHMM implementation of the Torch Machine Learn-

ing Library [32] is used in our experiments.

5.3.1 Objective Results

The objective evaluations compare the distance between

original and synthesized Euler angles. In our evaluations,

we have used three different distance measures. Let the

original and synthesized Euler angles at frame k are

represented with eek and êek, respectively. The first distance

measure 
n is a normalized euclidean distance measure,

which penalize Euler angles in wrong directions [6]:


n ¼
PK

k¼1ðêek � eekÞ
T ðêek � eekÞPK

k¼1ðêek þ eekÞ
T ðêek þ eekÞ

: ð20Þ

The second measure 
m is the Mahalanobis distance, which

is the euclidean distance weighted with the inverse

covariance matrix, ���1, of the original Euler angles eek:


m ¼
1

K

XK
k¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðêek � eekÞT��1ðêek � eekÞ

q
: ð21Þ

The third distance measure is the standard euclidean

distance, 
e ¼ 1
K

PK
k¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðêek � eekÞT ðêek � eekÞ

q
.

The original Euler angles are extracted from the visual
part of the test database to be used as the ground truth in
the objective evaluations. Two sets of synthesized Euler
angles are generated using the audio part of the test
database. The first set is generated with the proposed head
gesture synthesis system based on the �gp model. The
second set is generated by replacing the second stage joint
gesture-prosody correlation model �gp by IOHMM. The
error measure statistics for the three distance measures 
n,

m, and 
e between the original and synthesized Euler
angles are collected over synthesis trials repeated a
hundred times. The mean and standard deviation of the
distance measures are given in Table 1. Note that all three
distance measures favor the proposed joint gesture-prosody
correlation model �gp.

5.3.2 Subjective Results

Subjective A-B comparisons are performed using the
speech-driven talking head animations to measure opinions
on the naturalness of the synthesized head gestures. The
subjects are asked to evaluate the naturalness of the speech-
driven synthesized head gestures for an A-B test pair on a
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Fig. 8. The � and � fitness measures for varying number of prosody

patterns.

Fig. 9. The means and standard deviations of the normalized intensity (dB) and pitch frequency (Hz) trajectories for the five prosody patterns.

Fig. 10. The � and � fitness measures and the normalized euclidean

distance measure 
n for varying number of joint gesture-prosody label

patterns.



scale of ð�2;�1; 0; 1; 2Þ, where the scale corresponds to A
much better, A better, no preference, B better, and B much
better.

The whole test database is manually partitioned into
meaningful 15 segments, where each segment is approxi-
mately 12 secs. For each evaluation eight segments out of 15
are randomly selected. Three sets of A-B comparison pairs,
each including these eight segments, are considered for the
speech-driven talking head animations using the original
and two sets of synthesized Euler angles. Furthermore,
three random startup A-B test pairs and another three test
pairs with identical synthesis algorithms are also included
to the subjective test set. Hence, the total number of A-B
pairs in a test is 30. Apart from the three random start-up
A-B pairs, all the pairs are randomized across conditions
and pairwise. The subjective tests are performed over
15 subjects. The average preference scores for the three

comparison sets are presented in Table 2. Note that the
scores of the three random start-up pairs are ignored in
calculating the final preference scores. As expected, the
subjective A-B comparisons indicate a preference for the
talking head animations with the original Euler angles. On
the other hand, animations synthesized with the proposed
joint gesture-prosody correlation model �gp are preferred
over animations generated using the IOHMM correlation
model with an average preference score of �0.56. Also note
that the preference for the animations with the original
Euler angles is stronger in the case of IOHMM driven
animations as compared to the proposed �gp driven
animations. This is expected, since the output and transition
probabilities in the IOHMM structure are conditional
directly on the input sequence, whereas in the joint
multistream HMM, the output gesture patterns are affected
by the states only and not directly by the input. Hence, the
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Fig. 11. Observation probability distributions of the joint multistream HMM. The discrete prosody and gesture labels are on the y-axis, whereas states

are on the x-axis. Dark and white regions represent low- and high-probability values, respectively. Note that in each of the six classes, a distribution

of prosody patterns co-occurs with a single elementary gesture pattern.

TABLE 1
The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Distance Measures
between the Original and the Two Sets of Synthesized Euler

Angles from the Proposed �gp and IOHMM Models

TABLE 2
The Subjective A-B Comparison Results



use of parallel multistream HMM in the second stage is
more robust to any noise in the input stream.

Samples of the audio-visual sequences for the prosody-
driven talking head animations are available online [33].
These samples are selected to demonstrate three possible
related applications. The first one is the speaker dependent
prosody-driven gesture synthesis application, where ges-
ture-prosody correlation model of a speaker is used to
animate the same speaker with her/his speech. The second
application is a head gesture transplant, where gesture-
prosody correlation model of speaker A is used to animate
speaker B from speaker A’s speech. Furthermore, the
prosody transplant is considered as the third application,
where gesture-prosody correlation model of speaker A is
used to animate speaker A from speaker B’s speech. In the
demonstration of the prosody transplant, we used speech
input from audio-book recordings in English, where the
gesture-prosody correlation model is performed over the
story telling recordings in Turkish. Although one should
expect differences in prosody patterns across different
languages, the naturalness of the animations is observed
to be acceptable. We also note that the talking speed of these
two speakers are different, where the native Turkish
speaker has a faster rate than the native English speaker.
As expected from the proposed correlation model, we
observe slower head gesture animations for the native
English speaker.

5.4 Speaker Dependency

The proposed analysis method is capable of providing
personalized elementary head gesture and prosody patterns
and a personalized prosody to gesture mapping model. To
demonstrate this, we have repeated the experiments with a
second speaker. The second speaker is also instructed to tell
the same four stories to an audience of children. The system
is then trained using the recordings of the speaker. At the
end of the two-stage analysis for modeling gesture-prosody
correlation, we have observed that the resulting elementary
patterns for both prosody and head gestures significantly
differ from those of the first speaker.

In order to set the number of gesture patterns, M�g
, and

prosody patterns, M�p
, the two fitness measures � and � are

calculated for varying number of gesture and prosody
patterns, respectively, which are plotted in Figs. 12 and 13.
In both plots, the probability of model match, �, increases,
and the statistical separation between patterns, �, decreases
with an increasing number of patterns. The numbers of
gesture and prosody patterns are selected in the vicinity

where � and � curves intersect, as M�g
¼ 4 and M�p

¼ 5.
The mean Euler angle vectors and typical thumbnails for
the four gesture patterns are plotted in Fig. 14. Similarly, the
means and standard deviations of the normalized intensity
and pitch frequency trajectories for the five prosody
patterns are plotted in Fig. 15. Note that the elementary
gesture patterns for the second speaker is distinctively
different than the ones for the first speaker (see Fig. 7 for
comparison). Sample video streams of the typical elemen-
tary gesture patterns are available online in [33]. The
elementary prosody patterns also differ for the second
speaker. Three of the prosody patterns are falling boundary
tones (L percent), and the other one is a rising boundary
tone (H percent) for the second speaker.

At the second stage analysis, the joint gesture-prosody
pattern label stream is segmented in an unsupervised
manner using the discrete multistream HMM structure �gp.
The two fitness measures for �gp are plotted in Fig. 16. In the
unsupervised segmentation, the number of joint gesture-
prosody patterns is set to M�gp ¼ 5. As for the demonstra-
tion of synthesis results, to better emphasize speaker
dependency, we have used the same audio-book recordings
in English and the same face model to derive the head
gesture animations for the two different speakers. A sample
animation video is available online in [33], where the video
stream resulting from the second speaker’s gesture-prosody
correlation model, is presented in parallel with the video
stream generated from the first speaker’s model for visual
evaluation of the speaker dependency performance.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a new two-stage joint head gesture and speech
prosody analysis framework. In the first stage of the analysis,
elementary gesture and prosody patterns are extracted using
unsupervised segmentation for a speaker, and in the second
stage, a correlation model between head gesture and
prosody patterns is developed. The proposed two-stage
analysis framework offers the following advantages:

1. Meaningful elementary gesture and prosody pat-
terns are defined for a speaker at the first stage.

2. A mapping between these elementary prosody and
head gesture patterns is obtained with unsupervised
segmentation of the joint gesture-prosody label
stream.
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Fig. 12. The � and � fitness measures for varying number of head

gesture patterns of the second speaker.

Fig. 13. The � and � fitness measures for varying number of prosody

patterns of the second speaker.



3. The HMM-based analysis and synthesis yields

flexibility in modeling structural and durational

variations within gestural and prosodic patterns.

4. Automatic generation of the elementary gesture

patterns produces natural looking prosody-driven
head gesture synthesis.

In addition to successful demonstration of speaker

dependent speech-driven head gesture synthesis system,

different applications, such as head gesture transplant and

prosody transplant, are also demonstrated. After extracting

a gesture-prosody correlation model for speaker A, head

gesture transplant animates speaker B from speaker A’s
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Fig. 14. The mean Euler angles with standard deviations and typical thumbnails from the second speaker for the four gesture patterns: (a) Tilt Left,

(b) Nod with Tilt Right, (c) Nod, and (d) Tilt Right.

Fig. 15. The means and standard deviations of the normalized intensity (dB) and pitch frequency (Hz) trajectories for the five prosody patterns of the

second speaker.



speech, and prosody transplant animates speaker A from
speaker B’s speech. In the prosody transplant demonstra-
tion, gesture-prosody correlation model is trained with
audio-visual recordings in Turkish, and prosody-driven
gesture synthesis is performed with speech input record-
ings in English. The naturalness of the prosody transplant is
found to be acceptable. Also in this demonstration, we
observe slower head gesture animations for the native
English speaker whose talking speed is slower.

The proposed HMM based two-stage head gesture and

speech prosody analysis system can be utilized to model the

correlation between any other loosely correlated modalities,

such as facial expressions and speech prosody, arm gestures

and speech semantics, etc. Furthermore, the proposed

speaker dependent speech-driven head gesture synthesis

system can be tailored to model a speaker’s emotion and

mood. We also note that prosody patterns obtained using the

proposed stage I analysis over a multispeaker phonetically

rich Turkish (or any other language) training database can be

used to define a complete ToBI-like prosodic transcription

convention for Turkish (or any other language) intonation.

APPENDIX

RIGID MOTION PARAMETER ESTIMATION BY

CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION

This appendix summarizes the method used for estimating
the rotation matrix, RR, and translation vector, tt, which
describe the rigid motion between the world point
coordinate matrices WWk and WWkr (see Section 2.1).

Let mmk denote the mean of the column vectors in the
matrix WWk such that

mmk ¼
1

N

XN
i¼1

wwik ð22Þ

and mmkr be defined similarly. Then, the translation tt
between WWk and WWkr is given by

tt ¼ mmk �mmkr : ð23Þ

Furthermore, let WW 0
kr

and WW 0
k represent the mean-

removed coordinate matrices such that

WW 0
k ¼WWk �mmk11

T ; and WW 0
kr
¼WWkr �mmkr11

T : ð24Þ

Then, the rotation matrix RR can be found by minimizing the

cost function:

fðRRÞ ¼ kEEk2
F ¼ trðEEEET Þ; ð25Þ

where k � kF and trð�Þ denote the Frobenius-norm and the

matrix trace, respectively, and

EE ¼WW 0
k �RWRW 0

kr
: ð26Þ

The minimization of the cost function fðRRÞ, f : IR3�3 ! IR,

is a nonlinear optimization problem, under the unitary

constraint RRTRR ¼ II, which can be solved by the algorithm

proposed in [34], where Manton describes a modified

Newton method for optimization on the complex Stiefel

manifold that defines the space related with the unitary

constraint.
We simplified this method to minimize the cost function

fðRRÞ for a square and real matrix RR subject to the constraint

RRTRR ¼ II as follows:

1. Choose the initial RR such that RRTRR ¼ II.
For small rotations, RR can be approximated in

terms of a parameter vector uu ¼ ½ux; uy; uz�T such

that [35]

RR � II þ SS ¼ II þ
0 �uz uy
uz 0 �ux
�uy ux 0

2
4

3
5: ð27Þ

Equating the residual defined in (26) to zero, we

obtain the following equation to solve for SS:

WW 0
k �WW 0

kr
¼ SWSW 0

kr
; ð28Þ

which can be expressed in terms of uu as

vecðWW 0
k �WW 0

kr
Þ ¼ KuKu ¼

KK1

..

.

KKN

2
664

3
775uu

KKn ¼
0 Zn �Yn
�Zn 0 Xn

�Xn Yn 0

2
64

3
75;

ð29Þ

where operator vecð:Þ obtains a column vector by

stacking the columns of the operand matrix, and

each 3 � 3 submatrix KKn is constructed using the

nth point ðXn; Yn; ZnÞ from WW 0
kr

. The least squares

solution of (29) can then be used to find uu and to

construct SS. The initial guess for RR can finally be

obtained by projection onto the unitary space RR ¼
�ðII þ SSÞ (described in step 5 below).

2. Compute the derivative DDR and the Hessian HHR of f
given by

DDR ¼ �2EWEW 0T
kr
; ð30Þ

HHR ¼ 2ððWW 0
kr
WW 0T

kr
Þ � II3�3Þ; ð31Þ

where � denotes Kronecker product.

3. If
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
trðDDT

RDDR �RRTDDRRR
TDDRÞ

q
< 
, then stop.
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Fig. 16. The � and � fitness measures and the normalized euclidean

distance measure 
n for varying number of joint gesture-prosody label

patterns for the second speaker.



4. Compute the Newton step size ZZ :¼ ZZðcpÞ.
The Newton step size is defined as the value of ZZ,

ZZ 2 IR3�3, confined to the tangent space V , at which

the quadratic approximation gðZZÞ has its critical

point:

gðZZÞ � fðRRÞ þ trðZZTDDÞ þ ð1=2ÞvecðZZÞTHHvecðZZÞ;
ð32Þ

where

DD ¼ DDR; HH ¼ HHR � ð1=2Þ½ðRRTDDR þDDT
RRRÞ

T � II�:
ð33Þ

The tangent space V is defined as a subset of IR3�3

such that ZZ ¼ RRAA, where AA is skew symmetric. The

critical point ZZðcpÞ 2 V , that is, the Newton step size,

satisfies the following linear constraint:

trðZZTDÞ þ ½vecðZZÞTHH�vecðZZðcpÞÞ ¼ 0: ð34Þ

By writing ZZ as ZZ ¼
P3

i¼1 �iRRAAi, where AAi ði ¼
1; 2; 3Þ is an arbitrary basis for skew-symmetric

matrix, the critical point ZZðcpÞ can be found by solving

the following linear equation for �i ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ:

@gðZZÞ
@�i

¼ trððRARAiÞTDDÞ þ vecðRARAiÞTHHvecðZZÞ ¼ 0:

ð35Þ

Note that the above equation can be put into a

matrix form:

KKTHKHK�� ¼ KKTvecðDDÞ; ð36Þ

where

KK ¼ ðII �RRÞ½vecðAA1Þ; vecðAA2Þ; vecðAA3Þ�
�� ¼ ½�1; �2; �3�T :

ð37Þ

5. Set RR0 :¼ �ðRRþ ZZÞ.
The projection �ðRRÞ, � : IR3�3 ! St, onto the Stiefel

manifold, St ¼ fRR 2 RR3�3 : RRTRR ¼ IIg, is defined as

�ðRRÞ ¼ argmin
QQ2St

kRR�QQk2: ð38Þ

If the singular value decomposition of RR is UU��VV T ,

then the projection is simply given by [34]:

�ðRRÞ ¼ UIUI3�3VV
T : ð39Þ

6. If fðRRÞ 	 fðRR0Þ, then abort.
7. Set RR :¼ RR0. Go to step 2.
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